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Introduction

Storage has traditionally been difficult to understand and manage, especially for those not in the storage 
industry. Tasks such as pooling drives, scaling capacity, and protecting against data loss are complex for 
businesses and individuals alike. In addition, the explosion of rich media and unstructured data requires 
more sophisticated digital storage. Plus, legacy solutions can also be too complex or too limited for today’s 
needs, especially if users are also demanding a fast and reliable storage system.

DroboTM products deliver breakthrough ease-of-use, affordability and value through our patented 
BeyondRAIDTM and hybrid storage technologies.  Now businesses and professionals will have the best 
storage experience ever.

Drobo BeyondRAID technologies enable a unique combination of simplicity and storage sophistication in 
stark contrast to legacy storage systems. Drobo’s are part of a new breed of storage systems focused at 
small to medium sized business users. Advantages include: data safety and real-time capacity expansion, 
with an overall design that addresses diverse workload needs such as media, virtualization, and cloud-
attached storage. Drobo’s provide an easier way for a non-IT person to deploy and manage a performance 
storage system without the enterprise price tag.

Hybrid storage is a Drobo technology that automates the provisioning, deployment and performance 
acceleration for a fast tier of solid state drive (SSD) storage in the Drobo B1200i array. Users can now take 
advantage of traditional hard disk drive (HDD) capacity plus SSD acceleration across all of their applications. 
This process happens automatically and transparently as soon as SSD drives are added to the deployed 
Drobo. Because, Drobo is aware of the differences between streaming and transactional data, it enables 
instantaneous and intelligent data tiering to increase performance by directing transactional data to the 
SSDs.

Industrial design is one of the many benefits of this very cool looking product family. It’s award winning 
designs successfully marry style and usability. Whether your Drobo is simply sitting on your desk or traveling 
with you to the Galapagos Islands for a shoot, you can rest assured that your Drobo is up to the challenge.

The Drobo user interface extends beyond the status lights on the front of every Drobo. It also includes 
a desktop application which provides a multi-device administration dashboard for all directly connected 
Drobos as well as those located on a local area network (LAN).

Four white papers describe why Drobo provides user’s with a truly modern storage experience:

         1.  BeyondRAID breaks down the barriers of a traditional RAID implementation to greatly simplify                                                              
 storage deployment and management, and it protects both data and files 

         2.  Hybrid Storage is enabled by BeyondRAID. It delivers automatic storage optimization based   
              on the type (or “tier”) of the data or files stored

         3.  Industrial Design highlights that it is possible to combine functionality, style, usability,    
              manufacturing quality, and a lot more into a very cool looking product line

         4.  User Interface makes pooling drives in a single chassis easier than previously possible

This white paper explains Drobo BeyondRAID and its associated benefits. 
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BeyondRAID

RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) technology was first introduced in the late 1980s and was 
designed to provide larger logical storage containers capable of protecting data from random disk drive 
failures. Since then, a majority of businesses and technology savvy professionals have leveraged RAID-
enabled products to store large amounts of valuable or mission critical data.

Figure 1. Each layer in the image below shows multiple disk drives pooled into three logical containers 
(arrays). 

The Drobo design creates storage that breaks down many of the inherent barriers of deploying traditional 
RAID. This innovative technology, called BeyondRAID, delivers all of the benefits of traditional RAID and 
provides greater capabilities while dramatically simplifying implementation and management. This next 
generation storage virtualization technology brings together enhanced protection, reliability, expandability, 
and ease-of-use.

Challenges of Traditional RAID

Traditional RAID: Deployment

To deploy a traditional RAID-enabled storage solution, a deep knowledge of RAID is required along with 
an understanding of the necessary prerequisites before the allocated storage can be used. This raises the 
question: should business professionals and IT administrators have to learn what an enterprise storage 
administrator knows in order to deploy RAID-level storage? 

Here’s an example of what you need to know to deploy a RAID group.

First, you need to decide how many disks should be in a RAID group. Do you need 2, 3, 4, or more disks? 
What capacity disks should be used/purchased? This is a critical decision because most arrays can’t grow 
the RAID group with additional disks after it’s already in use. It’s challenging to predict how much storage 
space will be needed in two years, one year, or even six months from deployment. So, if traditional RAID 
deployment is planned, invest in a lot of storage initially and grow into it over time. This strategy avoids 
difficult and costly capacity expansion later. However, initial capital equipment costs and operating expenses 
will be higher.

Traditional RAID: Capacity Growth

Many arrays do not offer the ability to grow an existing RAID group when it’s full, and should all drive bays 
be occupied, a new RAID group with greater capacity will need to be established to store more data. In 
order to accomplish this, the RAID group will need to be taken offline, backed up, and then the data can be 
restored to the new RAID group. The new RAID group can then be brought online and the old one can be 
decommissioned, and the drives reused elsewhere. It’s easy to see how this could be time consuming and 
costly.  
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Traditional RAID: Protection Levels

Often, the RAID protection level must determined before deployment. Many arrays don’t allow protection 
levels to change once the array is live. RAID arrays that do allow protection level changes require the entire 
RAID set to be rebuilt. This rebuild can sometimes take days depending on the size and number of drives 
in the RAID group. When changing RAID levels, the volumes, or LUNs, may not be available for use. Can a 
business really handle this unknown amount of downtime?

Traditional RAID: Drive Failure

When a drive fails in a traditional RAID array, the RAID group is in a degraded state and the data is not 
protected. Some arrays even prevent writes when they’re in this degraded state. The array will remain in this 
state until the failed drive is replaced. Automated hot spare functionality resolves this problem. However, a 
hot spare is unused storage that consumes a drive bay while waiting for a drive failure.

Readers that are not familiar with RAID arrays may be thinking, “Wait a minute ... you’re telling me that I have 
to burn multiple drives for RAID protection and then I need a hot spare to sit there in case a primary drive 
fails? How much usable storage will I actually have?” That’s a good question.

Figure 2. In this 12-drive array, each of three RAID groups has their own parity drive plus a hot spare in case 
of a drive failure. Four of the 12 drives are not used to store data.

Traditional RAID: Mixed Capacity Drive Usage

Most RAID arrays will not allow the use of different sized drives in a RAID set. In order to use larger drives, 
users need to either:

           •  Create a new RAID group containing one or more larger drives or

           •  Migrate data from the old RAID group to a new RAID group

Then old drives can be repurposed.

Traditional RAID: Storage Provisioning 

Once the challenges of RAID groups are understood, focus shifts to partitioning the available storage into 
logical usable volumes (also known as LUNs). These volumes are often assigned to a specific server, this 
process is often referred to as provisioning or storage provisioning. 

It’s like renting storage space in a self-storage facility—space is assigned to a specific person and whether or 
not it’s used, it cannot be assigned to anyone else. A single computer or server owns the entire capacity of 
that assigned volume. That’s a lot of free space tied up by individual computers and represents yet another 
challenge that makes storage provisioning difficult.
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Figure 3. This diagram illustrates a RAID group that’s been divided into three volumes with each volume 
assigned to a different server. Also notice that the common pool of free space has also been divided and a 
portioned out to each volume and its associated server.

Now let’s see how these challenges are addressed with Drobo’s BeyondRAID technology. Drobo BeyondRAID 
technology overcomes all the challenges of traditional RAID described above. It fundamentally changes the 
way block data is stored.

Thin Provisioning and Reclamation

One of the toughest challenges facing storage management is to decide how much storage to allocate to a 
computer or application. Allocation of too little storage may mean running out of space, whereas allocating 
too much may mean wasting valuable storage resources by tying these resources to one computer or 
application. The answer is Thin Provisioning.

Thin Provisioning is a fundamental capability of BeyondRAID. It enables allocation of the correct amount of 
storage for today, while allowing storage capacity expansion by simply adding a drive to Drobo’s storage 
array. In the event that all the drive bays are occupied, just swap an existing drive with a larger one.

With Drobo, this expansion is nearly instant and occurs when a new or larger drive is inserted without any 
disruption in service. Should available disk space be running low and there’s an unused drive bay, add 
another hard drive and Drobo will automatically reconfigure itself. And, the additional storage will be made 
available without performing the complicated steps of a traditional RAID array.

Figure 4. Adding additional drives instantly increases usable storage capacity. The diagram below shows how 
1.5 TB is expanded to 2.5 TB (assumes single disk redundancy).

While 4- and 5-bay Drobos often contain one thinly provisioned 16 TB volume, 8- and 12-bay models allow 
for user-controlled volume creation. These volumes (or LUNs) are called Smart VolumesTM. They acquire 
any needed storage from the common pool (thin provisioning) and then return deleted blocks back to 
the common pool (thin reclamation). This prevents free space from being tied up by any particular server. 
Because Drobo automatically and transparently manages space allocation, storage resources are maximized 
saving both time and money.

Drobo users can try this out by deleting a large file on a volume and then watching Drobo’s free space grow, 
that freed space is now available to any other volume. Even enterprise-class arrays with thin provisioning do 
not return consumed storage back to a common pool at this granular of a level.
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Figure 5. This diagram shows the consumption of storage: Volume C consumes storage from a common 
pool of free space, when data/files are deleted from one of the volumes, the liberated space will be returned 
to the free space pool for future use.

Mixed Drive Utilization

Drobo has the ability to insert and use any drive of any size. Whereas with traditional RAID (RAID 5 for 
example), all drives must be the same size in order to be used. 

Imagine having a set of three drives in a RAID group that needs to be expanded. A traditional RAID requires:

            •   Data on these drives to be moved elsewhere, freeing up all the drive space

            •   A new drive is added (it needs to be the same size as the others)

            •   Then reformat the expanded RAID group 

            •   Lastly, move the data back onto the expanded RAID group

Not only does this cause a lot of management time, it also incurs potential downtime. An additional storage 
array is needed to temporarily store the data. 

By comparison, Drobo’s drive utilization is much more advanced and a lot easier to use. When Drobo needs 
to be expanded:

            •   Check to see if there’s an empty drive bay

            •   If yes, just add another drive

            •   If no remove the smallest capacity drive and replace it with a larger capacity drive

With Drobo, there is no downtime, almost no management time, and no need for an additional storage array 
because this step is completely eliminated.

Figure 6. Traditional RAID can use mixed drives but they must be grouped by size in their own RAID group. 
This drastically reduces storage utilization and flexibility. Drobo utilizes mixed drive sizes in a single storage 
group/pool.

To best learn how mixed drive utilization works in a Drobo, play with our interactive Capacity Calculators. 
These calculators enable users to simulate putting drives of mixed sizes in a Drobo and seeing exactly how 
they will be used.
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Automatic Protection Levels

A Drobo automatically protects itself and the user from random drive failures. Unlike traditional arrays, 
there are no options in a Drobo to turn off drive protection. In a Drobo, the only options are Single Disk 
Redundancy and Dual Disk Redundancy. Users can switch between these protection levels on the fly and 
Drobo will automatically adjust the data on the drives as and when needed.

BeyondRAID only has two protection levels:

            •   Single Disk Redundancy provides protection from a single drive failure at a given time   
                  (similar to RAID 5). Storage capacity is maximized with this option

            •   Dual Disk Redundancy provides protection from two simultaneous drive failures (similar to   
                  RAID 6). By investing in an additional drive, users gain added drive failure protection. Even   
                  when the Drobo is automatically rebuilding from a previous drive failure, users are protected   
                  from another drive failure, ensuring all data remains available and accessible

There’s no need to learn about RAID levels or how mirroring or striping works. Without any user configuration 
or intervention, Drobo guarantees the best algorithm(s) are used to protect from drive failure(s). For 
example: if only two drives are inserted and Dual Disk Redundancy is enabled, Drobo will continue to operate 
but will inform the user that another drive needs to be inserted to operate in a fully protected state.

Virtual Hot Spare

Many traditional RAID systems allocate one or more drives as a “hot spare” and these drives wait unused on 
standby until an active drive fails. Following an active drive failure, the unused hot spare drive wakes up and 
assumes the role of the failed active drive. Drobo sees this type of implementation as a waste of a drive and 
drive bay, running BeyondRAID eliminates this type of waste. A Drobo utilizes all drives all the time, there are 
no drives sitting idle waiting for a drive failure to occur.

Figure 7. This diagram shows the hot spare differences between a traditional RAID array and a Drobo.

Drive failures are inevitable in any storage array but when a drive fails in a Drobo and there’s enough 
available free space, Drobo will automatically reposition the data and return to a protected state. No user 
interaction is required. This is called a “virtual hot spare” because the unused space in a Drobo is the hot 
spare.

With traditional RAID storage, the administrator would have to replace the failed drive(s) and elect a new hot 
spare. However, with a Drobo, if a sufficient amount of free space is still available following a drive failure, 
Drobo will use this free space as another virtual hot spare. 
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What is Data Aware

Drobos are data aware, that is, they intelligently handle data for added resiliency, performance, and 
management. This is different than just storing data at logical block addresses like RAID. Being data aware 
informs the capacity gauge on the front of the Drobo, quickly recovering in the event of a drive failure, 
enabling intelligent tiering of data, and much more.

Figure 8. Data is analyzed in-flight as it enters a Drobo and is intelligently placed on the drives.

As data is written to the Drobo, it’s analyzed in flight and intelligently placed on the media to maximize 
protection and performance.

Drobos are also data placement aware inside the file system. This enables Drobo to accurately display 
storage pool usage via a capacity gauge without being connected to a computer or to enable Smart Volumes 
as described earlier in this white paper.

Drive Re-ordering

Using traditional RAID groups, drives have to be deployed in a specific order. When using a Drobo, drive 
ordering does not matter. This allows Drobo disk packs to be moved to another Drobo and even re- ordered, 
while still functioning. Try that with RAID and see what happens to your data!

Figure 9. This diagram illustrates traditional RAID storage and a Drobo drive reordering differences.
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How BeyondRAID Works

Now that we’ve looked at how BeyondRAID compares with traditional RAID and the value that it brings, let’s 
see how BeyondRAID works.

Figure 10. Sections of the RAID stack are drastically reinvented in a Drobo, see how traditional RAID groups 
same capacity drives are formed into a group. Whereas BeyondRAID creates a virtualized storage pool of any 
capacity drives into a disk pack.

Drive Handling

As mentioned in the previous section, drives managed by BeyondRAID are not tied to a specific bay or order. 
Using drive-specific information, a unique identifier is assigned to each drive. Because drives in a Drobo are 
identified by their unique identifier, they can be placed in any slot position and reordered while still being 
recognized as the same logical drive.

Figure 11. This image illustrates Drobo’s logical drive use.

Drobo Disk Pack

A disk pack refers to the group of drives in a single Drobo chassis. Unlike RAID groups or disk pools in a 
traditional array, each Drobo chassis has only one storage pool which is the disk pack. This makes managing 
drives in a Drobo very easy. The disk pack can be loaded into a Drobo with the drives in any order and no 
matter what, behave as one storage pool.
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A disk pack missing drives is still accessible provided there is a copy of all the data. A disk pack missing a 
single drive will have lost some or all of its redundancy, so it will be in a degraded state.

When a disk pack is degraded, any drive that would cause data loss of the remaining copy is considered a 
critical drive and cannot be compromised or removed. In general, loss of a critical drive will cause the system 
to reboot and wait for the critical drive to be replaced. Since a Drobo is always set up to protect data, this 
would occur only if two or more drives are missing from the disk pack.

Figure 12. A Drobo disk pack missing a drive still functions but is in a degraded state and causes a rebuild to 
occur if enough free space is available.

If a drive is inserted into a booted Drobo, it will automatically be absorbed into the disk pack. If data exists 
on a drive, it should be copied off or backed up before inserting that drive into the Drobo because it will 
be automatically reformatted. This functionality allows drives to be inserted into a Drobo to scale available 
storage without any additional administration. 

BeyondRAID Zones

Zones are the core unit of redundancy in a Drobo disk pack. Regions from multiple drives are combined to 
create a redundant zone.

Figure 13. This diagram illustrates three independent zones laid over multiple drives.

A Zones are either single disk redundant (SDR) or dual disk redundant (DDR), meaning that there is either 
one or two additional copies of the data, allowing the loss of either one or two copies of the data before a 
fatal loss of data occurs. Turning on and off dual disk redundancy is the only data protection option Drobo 
users need to set, so easy and very user friendly!

Different types of zones using different levels of protection (similar to RAID levels) are automatically created 
within a Drobo disk pack. This means that all available drive space is used in the best possible way and 
enables Drobo to use drives of different sizes.

Figure 14. Zones of different types and sizes use regions from any drive for maximum capacity usage.
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Zones are always stored redundantly, even if the minimum number of drives to put a Drobo disk pack in a 
fully protected state is not present. For example, if only one drive is present in a Drobo, two copies of the 
data are kept on the same drive. This provides some protection against corruption on one part of the drive, 
but the protection is minimal.

BeyondRAID Update and Rebuild

When the topology of a Drobo disk pack changes, BeyondRAID automatically creates new zones and converts 
zones between types. This technique incorporates new drives into a disk pack and/or returns the Drobo to 
a fully redundant state. Even when a region of a drive is marked unusable, a rebuild will fix a zone. These 
operations occur without the servers losing any access to the storage.

Each zone is updated or repaired by either a:

             •   Complete re-layout = a new, fully redundant zone is created or

             •   Patch = replacement regions are allocated to the zone and lost regions are reconstituted in place

In addition, if new drives are added to the disk pack, Drobo may rebalance a zone so that it’s organized more 
efficiently across the available set of drives. This involves creating a new zone with new regions, copying the 
data to the new zone, and then freeing the old regions.

A final mechanism for updating and rebuilding is called fast re-sync. If a drive is removed and replaced before 
the system is rebooted, Drobo keeps track of which zones have been written to it.

If the removed drive is re-inserted and the system is still degraded, the zones that haven’t been changed 
from their old location can be repaired. Only the zones that may have changed are reimaged. This can 
dramatically reduce rebuild times.

As zones are used on demand, Drobo is aware of drive space usage. When rebuilding a used or replaced 
drive, only zones actively in use need to be rebuilt. The number of regions used by zones will be 
approximately the same as the amount of data stored on the system, meaning Drobo doesn’t need to 
rebuild the unused areas of a drive.

BeyondRAID Clusters

Looking one layer deeper, the zones are carved up into 4K clusters and are naturally stored redundantly. 
Zones are allocated automatically to store new clusters. These clusters inside the zones are the global 
storage pool that is used by all volumes (LUNs) in a Drobo.

Figure 15. Clusters consume available space within zones. 

To enable hybrid storage tiering (discussed in the Hybrid Storage white paper), two zone pools are managed: 
a bulk pool, intended for streaming writes and a transactional pool intended for small, transactional data that 
needs to be randomly accessed. This allows data to be handled according to its properties instead of treating 
all data in the same way.
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Data Aware

It’s very easy to allocate clusters on demand when data is being written to a Drobo, but storage arrays are 
not usually aware of data deleted from a file system. In a thin provisioned system such as Drobo, this is 
important information to prevent leaking clusters, or losing free space to a specific volume over time.

Figure 16. Instead of free space being tied up by a volume, a Drobo is data aware: free space is pulled from a 
common pool and returned to that pool when the file system deletes data. 

Drobo understands and monitors what goes on in the file system to track when logical block address (LBA) 
ranges are freed up. It can then de-allocate the associated clusters and return them to the global pool of 
free space. This technology allows the Drobo to be very efficient and free space is not tied up by any specific 
volume or the assigned server.

Background Data Checking

Consider backing data and files up to tapes and storing them on the shelf for a decade untouched. What are 
the chances of a perfect restore when it’s really needed? Only a small percentage of data stored on an array 
is regularly accessed. Large amounts of an array are only occasionally, if ever, read prior to a rebuild event 
and this may require access to a redundant copy of the data that is no longer accessible, causing data loss.

Background checking or scrubbing solves this problem by periodically reading zones to ensure data stored 
in them is not degraded. If a read operation fails, the zone is repaired via the usual mechanisms while the 
failing drive area is taken offline. By contrast, many traditional RAID arrays do not perform any background 
scrubbing.

Scrubbing is performed as a background operation and only occurs when the system is in a near idle state to 
avoid impacting system performance.

Drive Error Handling 

Drobo actively tracks drive errors but if too many errors are recorded or if the rate of errors is judged too 
high, a drive can be expunged or rejected. An expunged drive is permanently removed from a disk pack 
and will not be used again by the Drobo. When this occurs, the slot LED of an expunged drive flashes red to 
indicate that the drive needs to be replaced.

Drobo tracks drive errors, timeout, and start failures. Its goal is to expunge a drive before fatal errors put 
stored data at risk.

Summary

Drobo BeyondRAID technology was designed for individual users and organizations that want a sophisticated 
solution to protect their data. However, these same users often don’t have the specialist knowledge or time 
necessary to manage a complex storage infrastructure. The good news is that storage arrays based on 
BeyondRAID include the same robust features of more expensive tradition RAID systems, but at a price that 
fits everyone’s budget. And, once deployed, Drobo products cost almost nothing to operate. 
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Drobo products are easy to use, the unit’s front panel and desktop dashboard provide disk drive capacity 
usage and health status information. Should capacity or disk drive health become an issue, simply hot-swap 
the problem drive(s) with ones of greater capacity. The new drives don’t need to match any of the existing 
disks in the array. 

In a traditional RAID system, all drives need to be the same size and type, but Drobo’s don’t have this 
limitation. In fact, when a new drive is added to a Drobo, it will automatically reconfigure itself to take 
advantage of the new drive and return the array back to a protected state. These stylish products are easy to 
use, offer a large product line, and deliver a wealth of compelling features which means that we have a Drobo 
that perfectly fits your needs.

Addendum

BeyondRAID Zone Types

Different zone types can be used concurrently by Drobo to maximize use of drive space, optimize 
performance, and allow dynamic adjustments to changes in the topology of a disk pack (from adding or 
removing a drive or drive failure). This addendum describes the different zones types automatically used by 
BeyondRAID:    

             •   Self mirror - two identical copies of the data stored on the same drive! 

             •   Mirror - two identical copies of the data stored on different drives 

             •   Mirror 3 - three identical copies of the data stored on different  drives 

             •   Stripe - two copies of the data stored striped across multiple drives                                                     
    with the redundant copy stored as parity data (stripe + parity)

             •   D Stripe - three copies of the data are stored striped across a number                                              
    of drives, with the dual redundant copies stored as parity  data (stripe                                              
    + dual parity) 

             •   M Stripe - two mirrors striped together for low-overhead writes in                                                
                  single redundancy disk packs

             •   M3 Stripe - two Mirror 3s striped together for low-overhead writes in                                             
                  dual redundancy disk packs
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Traditional RAID Levels

With a Drobo, you do not need to learn about all the various RAID levels for drive protection/performance/
capacity trade offs, but it doesn’t hurt to know their definitions:   

             •   RAID 0 drives are “striped” together and provides no data redundancy                                            
     to protect from a drive failure. While performance often increases                                                   
                  with RAID 0, reliability decreases each time a drive is added to the set 

             •   RAID 1 drives are “mirrored” together and provide data redundancy                                        
                  between two or more drives. Most often two drives exist in a mirror                                        
                  and performance is similar to that of a single drive

             •   RAID 5 drives are “striped” together like with RAID 0, except parity                                              
                  data is created and spread across all drives in the set to prevent a single                                              
     drive failure. This RAID level is common because it scales while                                                                      
     keeping the cost of drive redundancy down

             •   RAID 6 drives are “striped”, with parity data spread across all                                                        
                  drives similar to RAID 5 but in this case, the parity data is stored                                            
                  twice. This protects against two drive failures. Often RAID 6 has                                         
                  decreased write performance compared to RAID 5 because of the                                      
                  added time to calculate and store an  additional set of parity                                           
                  blocks.  There are other RAID levels such as RAID 4, RAID 0+1,                                                    
                  and RAID 50, all of which makes determining the proper RAID                                                   
                  level more complex
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